Cost Of A Killing The Life And Times Of Jeston Nash
Getting the books Cost Of A Killing The Life And Times Of Jeston Nash now is not type of inspiring means. You could not and no-one else going following book increase or library or borrowing from your links to
way in them. This is an unconditionally simple means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online statement Cost Of A Killing The Life And Times Of Jeston Nash can be one of the options to accompany you as soon
as having additional time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will totally freshen you supplementary issue to read. Just invest tiny period to admission this on-line statement Cost Of A Killing The Life And Times Of Jeston
Nash as capably as review them wherever you are now.

The Moral Rights of Animals - Mylan Engel Jr. 2016-03-16
Edited by Mylan Engel Jr. and Gary Lynn Comstock, this book employs different ethical lenses, including
classical deontology, libertarianism, commonsense morality, virtue ethics, utilitarianism, and the
capabilities approach, to explore the philosophical basis for the strong animal rights view, which holds that
animals have moral rights equal in strength to the rights of humans, while also addressing what are
undoubtedly the most serious challenges to the strong animal rights stance, including the challenges posed
by rights nihilism, the “kind” argument against animal rights, the problem of predation, and the
comparative value of lives. In addition, contributors explore the practical import of animal rights both from
a social policy standpoint and from the standpoint of personal ethical decisions concerning what to eat and
whether to hunt animals. Unlike other volumes on animal rights, which focus primarily on the legal rights of
animals, and unlike other anthologies on animal ethics, which tend to cover a wide variety of topics but only
devote a few articles to each topic, this volume focuses exclusively on the question of whether animals have
moral rights and the practical import of such rights. The Moral Rights of Animals will be an indispensable
resource for scholars, teachers, and students in the fields of animal ethics, applied ethics, ethical theory,
and human-animal studies, as well as animal rights advocates and policy makers interested in improving
the treatment of animals.
Public Health, Michigan - 1914

international humanitarian law. Complicating the moral and legal calculus is the fact that innocent
bystanders are often killed or injured in these attacks. This book addresses these issues. Featuring chapters
by an unrivalled set of experts, it discusses all aspects of targeted killing, making it unmissable reading for
anyone interested in the implications of this practice.
The Ethics of Self-Defense - Christian Coons 2016-05-02
The fifteen new essays collected in this volume address questions concerning the ethics of self-defense,
most centrally when and to what extent the use of defensive force, especially lethal force, can be justified.
Scholarly interest in this topic reflects public concern stemming from controversial cases of the use of force
by police, and military force exercised in the name of defending against transnational terrorism. The
contributors pay special attention to determining when a threat is liable to defensive harm, though doubts
about this emphasis are also raised. The legitimacy of so-called "stand your ground" policies and laws is
also addressed. This volume will be of great interest to readers in moral, political, and legal philosophy.
The Middle Schoolers' Debatabase - Rhiannon Bettivia 2011
An invaluable resource for middle school debaters, The Middle Schoolers' Debatabase provides
background, statements, and resources on 75 debate topics in areas as diverse as environment, politics,
religion, culture, and education. Topics include Organized in a handy A-Z format, the book also includes a
topical index for easy searching The National Forensic League (NFL) and National Junior Forensic League
honorary societies recognize participation and achievement in speech and debate activities as a means to
develop high school and middle school students' essential life skills and values. Through this, the NFL
strives to empower every child in the United States to become an effective communicator, ethical
individual, critical thinker, and leader in a democratic society.
Killing for Show - Julian Stallabrass 2020-10-30
See firsthand how war photography is used to sway public opinion. In the autumn of 2014, the Royal Air
Force released blurry video of a missile blowing up a pick-up truck which may have had a weapon attached
to its flatbed. This was a lethal form of gesture politics: to send a £9-million bomber from Cyprus to Iraq
and back, burning £35,000 an hour in fuel, to launch a smart missile costing £100,000 to destroy a truck or,
rather, to create a video that shows it being destroyed. Some lives are ended—it is impossible to tell
whose—so that the government can pretend that it taking effective action by creating a high-budget snuff
movie. This is killing for show. Since the Vietnam War the way we see conflict—through film, photographs,
and pixels—has had a powerful impact on the political fortunes of the campaign, and the way that war has
been conducted. In this fully illustrated and passionately argued account of war imagery, Julian Stallabrass
tells the story of post-war conflict, how it was recorded and remembered through its iconic photography.
The relationship between war and photograph is constantly in transition, forming new perspectives,
provoking new challenges: what is allowed to be seen? Does an image have the power to change political
opinion? How are images used to wage war? Stallabrass shows how photographs have become a vital
weapon in the modern war: as propaganda—from close-quarters fighting to the drone’s electronic
vision—as well as a witness to the barbarity of events such as the My Lai massacre, the violent suppression
of insurgent Fallujah or the atrocities in Abu Ghraib. Through these accounts Stallabrass maps a
comprehensive theoretical re-evaluation of the relationship between war, politics and visual culture. Killing

Defensive Killing - Helen Frowe 2014
Helen Frowe offers a new account of when and why it is morally permissible for a person to use force to
defend herself or others against harm. She explores the use of force between individuals before extending
the enquiry to war, to argue that we should judge the ethics of killing in war by the moral rules that govern
killing between individuals.
Michigan's Health - 1914
Targeted Killings - Claire Finkelstein 2012-03-01
The war on terror is remaking conventional warfare. The protracted battle against a non-state organization,
the demise of the confinement of hostilities to an identifiable battlefield, the extensive involvement of
civilian combatants, and the development of new and more precise military technologies have all conspired
to require a rethinking of the law and morality of war. Just war theory, as traditionally articulated, seems
ill-suited to justify many of the practices of the war on terror. The raid against Osama Bin Laden's Pakistani
compound was the highest profile example of this strategy, but the issues raised by this technique cast a far
broader net: every week the U.S. military and CIA launch remotely piloted drones to track suspected
terrorists in hopes of launching a missile strike against them. In addition to the public condemnation that
these attacks have generated in some countries, the legal and moral basis for the use of this technique is
problematic. Is the U.S. government correct that nations attacked by terrorists have the right to respond in
self-defense by targeting specific terrorists for summary killing? Is there a limit to who can legitimately be
placed on the list? There is also widespread disagreement about whether suspected terrorists should be
considered combatants subject to the risk of lawful killing under the laws of war or civilians protected by
cost-of-a-killing-the-life-and-times-of-jeston-nash
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for Show offers: 190 photographs encompassing photojournalism, artists’ images, photographs by soldiers
and amateurs and drones A comprehensive comparison of the role of photography in the Vietnam and Iraq
Wars An explanation of the waning power of iconic images in collective memory An analysis of the failure of
military PR and the public display of killing A focus on what can and cannot be seen, photographed and
published An exploration of the power and limits of amateur photography Arguments about how violent
images act on democracy This full-color book is an essential volume in the history of warfare and
photography
Cost of a Killing - Ralph Cotton 2018-10-19
In a hail of thunder and gunfire, Jeston Nash fled a New Orleans billiards hall with a land deed in one hand,
a blazing pistol in the other. He’d won his gamble with Quick Quintan Cordell fair and square. But in
seconds, violence flared, Cordell lay dead, and Sheriff Pat Garrett’s promise still rang in Nash’s ears ...
somewhere, someday, they would meet again... Jeston Nash learned about robbery from his cousin, Jesse
James. But it was the wild outlaw Billy the Kid who taught him that even a wanted man is just a man. Nash
catches up with the Kid in a dusty town of drunken bottle-shooters. Along with a scraggly band of gamblers
and gunslingers, they ride for New Mexico, where, for Billy the Kid, freedom lies just beyond the border.
For Nash, the enchanted land holds the chance to exchange his hard-won land deed for the beautiful and
seductive Contessa Cortez. But their dreams turn to dust in the face of revolutionists, scalp hunters, and
the deadliest threat of all—the determined Sheriff Pat Garrett, who plans to take Nash down with the Kid,
all in the name of justice.
Michigan Public Health - 1913

signaled a move away from protest and toward retribution," she writes. "Pro-life retribution is seen as a
way to restore the order of God. In this light, the phenomenon of killing for 'life' is revealed not as an
oxymoron, but as a logical consistency and a political manifestation of religious retribution." Mason's
scrutiny of primary sources (direct mail, internal memoranda, personal letters, underground manuals, and
pro-life films, magazines, and novels) draws attention to elements of pro-life millennialism. Killing for Life is
a powerful indictment of pro-life ideology as a coherent, mass-produced narrative that does not merely
condone violence, but anticipates it as part of "God's plan."
The South Western Reporter - 1892
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court of
Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug. 1892, Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb. 1893Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and Criminal Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907, Court of
Appeals of Indian Territory; May/June 1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri and Commission
of Appeals of Texas.
Ethical Issues: Perspectives for Canadians - Fourth Edition - Eldon Soifer 2020-05-05
Ethical Issues: Perspectives for Canadians is a collection of readings designed to introduce students to a
number of important topics, including our obligations toward the environment, the treatment of non-human
animals, abortion, assisted reproduction, end of life decision-making, freedom of expression, war,
multiculturalism, and more. Readings have been carefully selected to represent a broad array of
perspectives and arguments. Relevant legislation, court cases, and other non-philosophical works
complement the writings of professional philosophers to provide students with multiple approaches to the
issues. Brief introductions and discussion questions are provided for each reading, and a general
introduction to the basic ethical theories is included.
The Killing - John Alberti 2017-05-18
Although it lasted only four seasons and just forty-four episodes, The Killing attracted considerable critical
notice and sparked an equally lively debate about its distinctive style and innovative approach to the
television staple of the police procedural. A product of the turn toward revisionist “quality” television in the
post-broadcast era, The Killing also stands as a pioneering example of the changing gender dynamics of
early twenty-first-century television. Author John Alberti looks at how the show’s focus shifts the police
procedural away from the idea that solving the mystery of whodunit means resolving the crime, and toward
dealing with the ongoing psychological aftermath of crime and violence on social and family relationships.
This attention to what creator and producer Veena Sud describes as the “real cost” of murder defines The
Killing as a milestone feminist revision of the crime thriller and helps explain why it has provoked such
strong critical reactions and fan loyalty. Alberti examines the history of women detectives in the television
police procedural, paying particular attention to how the cultural formation of the traditionally male noir
detective has shaped that history. Through a careful comparison with the Danish original, Forbrydelsen,
and a season-by-season overview of the series, Alberti argues that The Killing rewrites the masculine lone
wolf detective—a self-styled social outsider who sees the entanglements of relationships as threats to his
personal autonomy—of the classic noir. Instead, lead detective Sarah Linden, while wary of the
complications of personal and social attachments, still recognizes their psychological and ethical
inescapability and necessity. In the final chapter, the author looks at how the show’s move to everexpanding niche markets and multi-viewing options, along with an increase in feminist reconstructions of
various television genres, makes The Killing a perfect example of cult television that lends itself to bingewatching in the digital era. Television studies scholars and fans of police procedurals should own this
insightful volume.
New Foundations of Cost-Benefit Analysis - Matthew D. Adler 2006-10
In this book, the authors reconceptualize cost-benefit analysis, arguing that its objective should be overall
well-being rather than economic efficiency. This book not only places cost-benefit analysis on a firmer
theoretical foundation, but also has many practical implications for how government agencies should
undertake cost-benefit studies.
Killing and Saving - John P. Reeder 2010-11-01

Anatomy of a Killing - Ian Cobain 2020-11-05
On the morning of Saturday 22nd April 1978, members of an Active Service Unit of the IRA hijacked a car
and crossed the countryside to the town of Lisburn. Within an hour, they had killed an off-duty policeman in
front of his young son. In Anatomy of a Killing, award-winning journalist Ian Cobain documents the hours
leading up to the killing, and the months and years of violence, attrition and rebellion surrounding it.
Drawing on interviews with those most closely involved, as well as court files, police notes, military
intelligence reports, IRA strategy papers, memoirs and government records, this is a unique perspective on
the Troubles, and a revelatory work of investigative journalism.
The Birth of Doubt - Moshe Halbertal 2020-04-08
A systematic attempt to understand the rabbinic world through its approach to confronting uncertainty In
the history of halakhah, the treatment of uncertainty became one of the most complex fields of intense
study. In his latest book, Moshe Halbertal focuses on examining the point of origin of the study of
uncertainty in early rabbinic literature, including the Mishnah, Tosefta, and halakhic midrashim. Halbertal
explores instructions concerning how to behave in situations of uncertainty ranging from matters of ritual
purity, to lineage and marriage, to monetary law, and to the laws of forbidden foods. This examination of
the rules of uncertainty introduced in early rabbinic literature reveals that these rules were not aimed at
avoiding but rather at dwelling in the midst of uncertainty, thus rejecting the sectarian isolationism that
sought to minimize a community’s experience of and friction with uncertainty. Features: A thorough
investigation of the principles concerning how to behave in cases of uncertainty An examination of two
distinct modes for coping with uncertainty
Killing for Life - Carol Mason 2018-08-06
How can those who seek to protect the "right to life" defend assassination in the name of saving lives?
Carol Mason investigates this seeming paradox by examining pro-life literature—both archival material and
writings from the front lines of the conflict. Her analysis reveals the apocalyptic thread that is the
ideological link between established anti-abortion organizations and the more shadowy pro-life terrorists
who subject clinic workers to anthrax scares, bombs, and bullets. The portrayal of abortion as "America's
Armageddon" began in the 1960s. In the 1970s, Mason says, Christian politics and the post-Vietnam
paramilitary culture popularized the idea that legal abortion is a harbinger of apocalypse. By the 1990s,
Mason asserts, even the movement's mainstream had taken up the call, narrating abortion as an
apocalyptic battle between so-called Christian and anti-Christian forces. "Pro-life violence of the 1990s
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animal welfare positions are articulated and debated by some of the foremost thinkers on these issues, with
a distinction made between rights-based and utilitarian approaches.
Killing and Letting Die - Bonnie Steinbock 1994
"An excellent volume, which will be useful to both professional philosophers and students."-Ethics
The Economist - 1906

Public Health - 1913
Spectator [Philadelphia]. An American Review of Insurance - 1908
Dimensions of Justice - William C. Heffernan 2014
Further Reading; Notes; Chapter 9 Transitional Justice: New Democracies Grapple with Their Past; Coming
to Terms with the Past: Justice vs. National Reconciliation; The Problem of Punishment; Corrective Justice
for Victims of Human Rights Abuses; Summary; Further Reading; Notes; Chapter 10 The Right to be Let
Alone: Determining the Scope of Personal Freedom; The Harm Principle; Paternalism; Harm to Third
Parties; Moral Relativism and the Diversity of Human Practices; The Possibility of an Offense Principle;
Summary; Further Reading; Notes; Part 3 Doing Justice Within the Law.
Killing the Enemy - Adam Leong Kok Wey 2015-09-28
During World War II, the British formed a secret division, the 'SOE' or Special Operations Executive, in
order to support resistance organisations in occupied Europe. It also engaged in 'targeted killing' - the
assassination of enemy political and military leaders. The unit is famous for equipping its agents with tools
for use behind enemy lines, such as folding motorbikes, miniature submarines and suicide pills disguised as
coat buttons. But its activities are now also gaining attention as a forerunner to today's 'extra-legal' killings
of wartime enemies in foreign territory, for example through the use of unmanned drones. Adam Leong's
work evaluates the effectiveness of political assassination in wartime using four examples: Heydrich's
assassination in Prague (Operation Anthropoid); the daring kidnap of Major General Kreipe in Crete by
Patrick Leigh Fermor; the failed attempt to assassinate Rommel, known as Operation Flipper; and the
American assassination of General Yamamoto.
Killing Rage - bell hooks 1996-10-15
Twenty-three essays ponder such topics as psychological trauma among African Americans, black antiSemitism, and friendships between black women and white women. Reprint. 25,000 first printing. $20,000
ad/promo.
The Legacy of Socrates - Stuart Rachels 2007
James Rachels's philosophical writings address key questions of contemporary life and the classic dilemmas
of moral philosophy. A leading figure in the development of applied ethics, James Rachels became an
influential and sometimes controversial thinker on issues concerning animal rights, euthanasia, bioethics,
and moral objectivity. This final collection of James Rachels's work brings together fourteen essays that
best summarize Rachels's philosophical positions. The essays also shed new light on the depth and breadth
of Rachels's work and its importance for contemporary philosophy. Written in Rachels's characteristically
lucid, literary prose, these essays address the relationship between morality and reason, the duty to relieve
both human and animal suffering, the independence of morality from religion, the rejection of relativism
and egoism, and the role of ethics in a democratic society. Rachels offers an argument for vegetarianism,
examines a controversial case involving a surrogate mother, and speculates on the ethics of political killing.
Other essays range from Rachels's interpretation of Nietzsche's philosophy to his appreciation of movies.
Rachels was a strong believer in the ability of moral philosophy to improve our lives. This collection, which
brings these important works together for the first time, is a testament to both the value of moral
philosophy in understanding our world and the richness of Rachels's contributions to this understanding.
Cost of Living - Canada. Parliament. House of Commons. Special Committee Appointed to Inquire into the
Prices Charged for Food-stuffs, etc 1920

The Value and Meaning of Life - Christopher Belshaw 2020-10-29
In this book Christopher Belshaw draws on earlier work concerning death, identity, animals, immortality,
and extinction, and builds a large-scale argument dealing with questions of both value and meaning.
Rejecting suggestions that life is sacred or intrinsically valuable, he argues instead that its value varies, and
varies considerably, both within and between different kinds of things. So in some cases we might have
reason to improve or save a life, while in others that reason will be lacking. What about starting lives? The
book’s central section takes this as its focus, and asks whether we ever have reason to start lives, just for
the sake of the one whose life it is. Not only is it denied that there is any such reason, but some sympathy is
afforded to the anti-natalist contention that there is always reason against. The final chapters deal with
meaning. There is support here for the sober and familiar view that meaning derives from an enthusiasm
for, and some success with, the pursuit of worthwhile projects. Now suppose we are immortal. Or suppose,
in contrast, that we face imminent extinction. Would either of these threaten meaning? The claim is made
that the force of such threats is often exaggerated. The Value and Meaning of Life is essential reading for
students and researchers in philosophy, ethics, and religion, and will be of interest to all those concerned
with how to live, and how to think about the lives of others.
Does the Pro-Life Worldview Make Sense? - Stephen Kershnar 2017-10-03
This book looks at a family of views involving the pro-life view of abortion and Christianity. These issues are
important because major religious branches (for example, Catholicism and some large branches of
Evangelicalism) and leading politicians assert, or are committed to, the following: (a) it is permissible to
prevent some people from going to hell, (b) abortion prevents some people from going to hell, and (c)
abortion is wrong. They also assert, or are committed to, the following: (d) it is permissible to use defensive
violence to prevent people from killing innocents, (e) doctors who perform abortions kill innocents, and (f) it
is wrong to use defensive violence against doctors who perform abortions. Stephen Kershnar argues that
these and other principles are inconsistent. Along the way, he explores the ways in which theories of hell,
right forfeiture, and good consequences relate to each other and the above inconsistencies.
Cost of a Killing - Ralph W. Cotton 2013-07-12
Joining up with Billy the Kid and a scraggly band of gunslingers, Jeston Nash, the cousin to Jesse James,
seeks his freedom in New Mexico, where he also hopes to win the hand of the woman he loves.
On Killing - Dave Grossman 2014-04-01
A controversial psychological examination of how soldiers’ willingness to kill has been encouraged and
exploited to the detriment of contemporary civilian society. Psychologist and US Army Ranger Dave
Grossman writes that the vast majority of soldiers are loath to pull the trigger in battle. Unfortunately,
modern armies, using Pavlovian and operant conditioning, have developed sophisticated ways of
overcoming this instinctive aversion. The mental cost for members of the military, as witnessed by the
increase in post-traumatic stress, is devastating. The sociological cost for the rest of us is even worse:
Contemporary civilian society, particularly the media, replicates the army’s conditioning techniques and,
Grossman argues, is responsible for the rising rate of murder and violence, especially among the young.
Drawing from interviews, personal accounts, and academic studies, On Killing is an important look at the
techniques the military uses to overcome the powerful reluctance to kill, of how killing affects the soldier,
and of the societal implications of escalating violence.
Albert Schweitzer's Ethical Vision A Sourcebook - Predrag Cicovacki 2009-02-02
The philosophy of Albert Schweitzer has proved widely influential in modern thinking, especially in the field
of ethics. His leading ethical idea can be summarized in the phrase "reverence for life" - namely, that good
consists in maintaining and perfecting life, and evil consists in destroying and obstructing life. For
Schweitzer, all life is sacred. Ethics thus deals with human attitudes and behavior toward all living beings.

Power - 1909
The Ethics of Killing Animals - Tatjana Višak 2016
This title examines the fields of value theory, normative and applied ethics on the issue of killing animals. It
addresses a number of questions: Can painless killing harm or benefit an animal and, if so, why and under
what conditions? Can coming into existence harm or benefit an animal? Is killing animals morally
acceptable? Should animals have the legal right to life? In addressing these questions, animal rights and
cost-of-a-killing-the-life-and-times-of-jeston-nash
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Unlike many moral philosophers, Schweitzer argues that knowledge of human nature does not provide a
sufficient foundation for any adequate moral theory. That is why he bases his ethics on much broader
foundations, articulated in his philosophy of civilization and the philosophy of religion. Schweitzer argues
that the material aspect of our civilization has become far more important than its spiritual counterpart.
Even organized religion has put itself in the service of politics and economy, thereby losing its vitality and
moral authority. Schweitzer's ethics of reverence for life, argues Predrag Cicovacki, offers a viable
alternative at a time when traditional ethical theories are found inadequate. Schweitzer's robust and undogmatic idealism may offer the best antidote to the prevailing relativism and nihilism of the postmodern
epoch. His ethical vision directs us toward a new way of building a more just and more peaceful world.
Collecting sixteen of Schweitzer's most effective essays, this volume serves as a compelling introduction to
this remarkable thinker and humanist.
Killing McVeigh - Jody Lyneé Madeira 2012-06-11
The present volume grew out of a series of conferences held by the Gallatin Division of New York
University, bringing together industrial and academic experts with those making policy, to adress questions
of help to insurance regulators at the policy making stage.
Truth - 1909

later, a doctor and two nurses were arrested and accused of injecting some of those patients with lifeending drugs. Five Days at Memorial, the culmination of six years of reporting by Pulitzer Prize winner
Sheri Fink, unspools the mystery, bringing us inside a hospital fighting for its life and into the most charged
questions in health care: which patients should be prioritized, and can health care professionals ever be
excused for hastening death? Transforming our understanding of human nature in crisis, Five Days at
Memorial exposes the hidden dilemmas of end-of-life care and reveals how ill-prepared we are for largescale disasters—and how we can do better. ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York
Times Book Review • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Chicago Tribune, Seattle Times,
Entertainment Weekly, Christian Science Monitor, Kansas City Star WINNER: National Book Critics Circle
Award, J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize, PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award, Los Angeles Times Book Prize,
Ridenhour Book Prize, American Medical Writers Association Medical Book Award, National Association of
Science Writers Science in Society Award
Are Your Habits Killing You? - Kimberly Cheryl 2007-12-07
Experts agree the single most important factor in surviving a criminal attack is to have an overall safety
strategy before one is needed. Now, with this inclusive handbook, readers can learn the personal safety tips
and techniques to avoid dangerous situations and avoid becoming a victim.
Analyzing the Drone Debates: Targeted Killing, Remote Warfare, and Military Technology - James DeShaw
Rae 2014-03-16
The book examines principal arguments for and against the use of unmanned aerial vehicles for
surveillance and 'targeted killing.' Addressing both sides of the argument with clear and cogent details, the
book provides a thorough introduction to ongoing debate about the future of warfare and its ethical
implications.
Killing Sacred Cows - Garrett B. Gunderson 2008
Debunks nine myths about effective money management and describes the principles that lead to true
financial success and prosperity.

Five Days at Memorial - Sheri Fink 2016-01-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The award-winning book that inspired an Apple Original series from
Apple TV+ • A landmark investigation of patient deaths at a New Orleans hospital ravaged by Hurricane
Katrina—and the suspenseful portrayal of the quest for truth and justice—from a Pulitzer Prize–winning
physician and reporter “An amazing tale, as inexorable as a Greek tragedy and as gripping as a
whodunit.”—Dallas Morning News After Hurricane Katrina struck and power failed, amid rising floodwaters
and heat, exhausted staff at Memorial Medical Center designated certain patients last for rescue. Months
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